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Instagram Users and their Posts
A wide variety of Individuals, government and organizations, and businesses
use Instagram. Here is a small sampler of those users, and the types
of content they post.

Individuals
Government & Organizations
Businesses
Bonus: ihavethisthingwithbikes

Instagram Users

Individuals

A range of individuals use Instagram: everyday people, people who are “Internet famous,” business people, celebrities,
and
leaders. They post photos on Instagram about the things that make them happy, their times with friends and family,
and
events and places they want to share. For some, posting on Instagram is a way to take personal pride in their career or business
accomplishments. For others, it’s a way to promote other social media Websites they’re on, or post the things they create
themselves which they hope to sell. Here are a few examples of individuals on Instagram, and what they post.
alexbuisse
alinachau
backtopoetry
billnye
dutchpilotgirl

hellomayuko
houseplantjournal
jackbrauer
jeanmicheljarre
jeredgruber

jonakashima
km_sutherland
larapaulussen
lenedgerly
made_in_switzerland_

Photos (clockwise) from alexbuisse, violincase, made_in_switzerland_, billnye, larapaulussen, zumbabeto, jeredgruber, and km_sutherland.
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schwarzenegger
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zumbabeto

alexbuisse

Alex Buisse from Lyon, France is a mountain climber,
mountain hiker, sailor, skier, professional adventure
photographer, speaker, and author of four books.

Photos from alexbuisse
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>

Alex posts photos from personal and commercial assignments
in all manner of adventure photography: hiking, skiing,
mountain climbing, paragliding, ice climbing, and more.
Instagram page

Website

alinachau

Alina Chau is an Illustrator, animator, watercolor painter, and
children’s book Illustrator. Alina worked as a story artist for
Lucasfilm on the Star Wars: The Clone Wars animated series.
Now as a freelance artist she tells her own stories, and draws
her own characters.
Photos from alinachau
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<

>

Alina posts photos of her book talks, conference panels, gallery
showings and exhibitions she presents at, paintings and
sketches, behind the scenes of works-in-progress, and work
for upcoming book projects.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

backtopoetry

Instagram Users > Individuals

<

>

Hanna Nyman is a paper artist from Stockholm, Sweden. She
Hanna posts her paper illustrations, public appearance and
also does commercial large-scale commissions, and sells some interview notices, videos of works in progress, and commission
of her work from her Website.
works.

Photos from backtopoetry

Instagram page

Website

billnye

Bill Nye is a science educator and advocate, TV series host and
personality, author of four books, and CEO of the Planetary
Society. Bill was also a Boeing mechanical engineer. His current
NetFlix series “Bill Nye Saves the World,” explores science
issues and their effect on politics, pop culture, and society.
Photos from billnye
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Bill posts photos of meetings with politicians and celebrities to
promote science education, event appearances, Planetary
Society funded projects, NetFlix series promotional images, and
environmental topics to address through scientific thinking.
Instagram page

Website

dutchpilotgirl

Michelle Gooris is from the Netherlands. She works as a
commercial pilot for Ryanair (a major European airline,) and
another smaller airline — for both, she flies the Boeing 737.

Photos from dutchpilotgirl
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Michelle posts photos of trips around town where she lands,
herself alone and with other pilots in the cockpit, the view out
the front window, herself in Amsterdam, her vacations, and
images to promote her YouTube videos and Blog posts.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

hellomayuko

Mayuko is an iOS programmer for Patreon, and is most wellknown for her YouTube videos which provide a perspective on
what it’s like to be a programmer, and live in the Bay Area.

Photos from hellomayuko
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Mayuko posts photos of hanging out in the Bay Area, topical
images to promote her YouTube videos, food she likes, events
she goes to, being with friends and pets, the books she's
reading, and the trips she goes on.
Instagram page

YouTube page

>

houseplantjournal

Darryl Cheng is a business analyst for a tech company in
Toronto, but his main hobby is growing houseplants. He runs
the popular Houseplant Journal Blog.

Photos from houseplantjournal
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Darryl posts his plants, photos which promote his Blog posts,
time-lapse plant videos, visits to plant nurseries, and garden
visits.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Blog

>

jackbrauer

Colorado-based Jack Brauer is a professional photographer,
and mountain hiker.

Photos from jackbrauer
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Jack posts photos of nature all around him on his hikes and
vacations in the US, and overseas — he sells some of these
photos from his Website.
Instagram page

Website

>

jeanmicheljarre

Jean-Michel Jarre, from Lyon, France, is an early pioneer of
electronic and synthesizer music — even today he composes
new music, holds concerts, and releases albums.

Photos from jeanmicheljarre
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Jean-Michel posts concert photos, images to promote new
albums, behind the scenes of composing music, rehearsals,
travel photos, photos with other musicians and celebrities,
speaking engagements, and backstage photos.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

jeredgruber

Jered Gruber was a pro cyclist, but now travels the European
cycling circuit with his wife, and is a professional sports
photographer.

Photos from jeredgruber
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Jered posts photos of European cycling matches and its scenery.

Instagram page

Website

jonakashima
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<

>

Jo Nakashima makes origami (the art of Japanese paperJo posts origami creations he folds, and images to promote his
folding) tutorials and videos. He folds from both other people's YouTube video tutorials.
designs, and his own original creations — these run from the
range from simple, to detailed and complex.
Photos from jonakashima

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

km_sutherland

Krystal Sutherland is a author of two teen-fiction books.

Photos from km_sutherland
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Krystal posts photos of vacations, herself with her husband, her
book's international covers, food, book tour appearances, and
having fun with friends.
Instagram page

Website

larapaulussen

Lara Paulussen is a digital illustrator from Düsseldorf,
Germany. Her work has appeared in various German
magazines.

Photos from larapaulussen
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Lara posts her nature illustrations (both still and animated into
videos,) and on walks out and about.

Instagram page

Website

lenedgerly

Len Edgerly makes the Kindle Chronicles Podcast, which
discusses the latest about Amazon, new Amazon services, the
Kindle, and interviews e-book authors and publishing industry
executives.
Photos from lenedgerly
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Len posts photos and videos of visits and vacations with family
members, out and about around his home in Cambridge, MA,
Amazon gadgets he tries out, trips to family out of state,
experiences with his new Tesla Model 3, and events he attends.
Instagram page

Podcast page

Website

made_in_switzerland_

“Melissa” is a passenger attendant for Swiss Railways (SBB.)
She, along with her boyfriend in Zurich, is an avid train and
airplane spotter.

Photos from made_in_switzerland_
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Melissa posts photos from her day, traveling the Swiss rail
network — from the early morning, to the afternoon, to the
evening. Her photos are of train stations, trains, people in
transit, and cities across Switzerland.
Instagram page

>

parishenken

Paris Henken is a competitive sailor, and was on the US
Olympic sailing team at the 2016 Rio Summer Olympic Games.

Photos from parishenken
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On her Instagram account, she posts photos of herself racing at
competitions, goofing around with friends and family,
practicing with team mates, and on walks out and about.
Instagram page

schwarzenegger

Arnold Schwarzenegger is an actor, former Governor of
California, and winner of the Mr. Olympia bodybuilder
competition.

Photos from schwarzenegger
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Arnold posts himself exercising, videos reacting to the political
state of America, political and celebrity appearances, and
numerous references to his role in the Terminator movies.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

thejeffbridges

Jeff Bridges is an actor who has appeared in films such as
Kingsman, True Grit, Crazy Heart (which he won an Oscar and
Golden Globe for,) The Big Lebowski, Tucker, and Tron.
He’s also a musician, photographer, sketcher, and promotes
campaigns against child hunger.
Photos from thejeffbridges
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Jeff posts behind-the-scenes of his movies with a Widelux
panoramic camera, family photos, TV and event appearances,
posters from upcoming movies, campaigns against child
hunger, sketches, and himself with his band “The Abiders.”
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

violincase

Solo violinist Hillary Hahn performs with orchestras around
the world. Over 27 of her albums have been published on the
Deutsche Grammophon, Decca, and Sony labels. She has also
won three Grammy Awards.
Photos from violincase
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On her Instagram account, she posts photos of walks around
the cities she performs in, practice session video, artwork from
fans, backstage photos, herself in orchestra performances,
rehearsal sessions, and herself traveling.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

zumbabeto

Alberto “Beto” Perez is a choreographer, fitness coach,
and creator of Zumba, the exercise workout backed with
latin music — which has become a worldwide phenomenon at
fitness centers.
Photos from zumbabeto
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Beto posts himself at Zumba classes and conventions,
upcoming announcements for classes, Zumba trainer events,
interviews and public appearances, photos with Zumba
instructors and celebrities, and photos with friends and family.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Facebook

Instagram Users

Government
& Organizations

Governments and organizations are also on Instagram. From their accounts, they post photos to educate, notify about, and
promote their services or resources.
acmsiggraph
american_heart
colonialwmsburg
guggenheim
longwoodgardens

mdpl1976
nasa
nationalparkservice
nature_org
noaa

poetry_society
princetonpl
princeton_university
solarimpulse
thefarminary

Photos (clockwise) from longwoodgardens, colonialwmsburg, solarimpulse, acmsiggraph, nasa, urbansketchers, noaa, and princetonpl.

thefranciscrickinstitute
urbansketchers
vailmtn
visitgreecegr
wrighttaliesin

acmsiggraph

SIGGRAPH is the special interest group on computer graphics,
a subgroup of the academic Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM.) The SIGGRAPH convention is held every year,
which features presentations, academic papers, new computer
graphics demonstrations, a job fair, and award presentations.
Photos from acmsiggraph
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acmsiggraph posts convention highlights, presenters and
attendees, award winners, featured computer animation work,
and convention announcements.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

american_heart

The American Heart Association is a national non-profit
organization which promotes awareness of heart disease and
stroke conditions to save lives, and provides medical
guidelines for healthcare professionals.
Photos from american_heart
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The AHA posts suggestions for a healthy lifestyle and nutritious
food, infographics on healthy eating, danger signs from your
body to watch out for, national days to recognize care givers,
and stories from heart attack and stroke survivors.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

colonialwmsburg

Colonial Williamsburg is a living history district and
foundation in Williamsburg, Virginia which presents what daily
life was like at the dawn of America's founding. It features
exhibits, architecture and decor recreations, and reenactments
of trades by interpreters in period clothing.
Photos from colonialwmsburg
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Colonial Williamsburg posts interpreters in period clothing,
architecture, historical events, quotes from America's Founders,
historic photos, families enjoying their visit, and special event
announcements.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

guggenheim

Many museums have Instagram accounts — like the
Guggenheim, a modern art museum in New York City.

Photos from guggenheim
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The Guggenheim posts photos of new exhibits, special events
and performances, paintings, sculptures, and displays from the
museum's collections, photos of the Guggenheim's
architecture, and special programs for kids.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

longwoodgardens
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>

Longwood Gardens is a botanical garden open to the public in Longwood Gardens posts plants it exhibits outside and inside
Kennett Square, Pennsylvania. It holds education programs for its greenhouses, seasonal event photos, new plants on display,
students, teachers, and researchers. It also holds seasonal
seasonal flora and fauna, and its architectural building details.
events, workshops, and tours.
Photos from longwoodgardens

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

mdpl1976

The Miami Design Preservation League is a non-profit
organization which educates about, protects, and promotes
the Miami Beach Architectural Historic District. The league is
known for its annual Art Deco Weekend events and
entertainment, and its historic district guided walking tours.
Photos from mdpl1976
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The League posts photos of its walking tours, Art Deco Weekend
events and people in period clothing, Miami Beach area vintage
photos and illustrations, new Art Deco Museum exhibits, historic
district buildings, sponsored events, and lectures.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

nasa

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
is responsible for America’s civilian space program,
aeronautical research, and aerospace research.

Photos from nasa
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NASA posts the latest photos from orbiting telescopes and
planetary space probes, Earth images from the Space Station,
videos of what's up in the night sky during the month, space
probes under construction, and new aeronautics technology.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

nationalparkservice

The National Park Service manages national parks, national
monuments, and other historical properties — including
buildings.

Photos from nationalparkservice
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The Service posts photos from inside the parks (with captions
about when the park was founded and its main features,)
wildlife and plants in the parks, historic and national properties
it manages, historic photos, and park activity programs.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

nature_org

The Nature Conservancy is a worldwide charity organization
which protect lands, waters, oceans, and climate.

Photos from nature_org
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The Conservancy posts photos of current land and water
conservation efforts, animals in threatened areas, lands
undergoing changing environmental conditions, reposted photo
contest entries, and newly protected lands.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

noaa

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) researches the ocean, waterways, and atmosphere.

Photos from noaa
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NOAA posts hurricanes photos and warnings, ocean life, new
technology to help better understand the ocean and
atmosphere, weather satellite rocket launches, research into
climate change and its effects, and the various events it holds.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

poetry_society

The New York City based Poetry Society of America promotes
poetry throughout America, and supports poets through a
variety of programs.

Photos from poetry_society
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The society posts upcoming poetry events of all kinds, the
Society's programs, and of course poems themselves.

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

princetonpl

The Princeton Public Library lends books, holds learning
programs and lectures, and more — all from their location at
65 Witherspoon Street in Princeton, NJ.

Photos from princetonpl
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The library posts new books available, books on a theme,
library events, new happenings at the library, a "bookfacefriday"
photo, and seasonal announcements.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

princeton_university

Colleges and Universities have Instagram accounts — like
Princeton University.

Photos from princeton_university
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The University posts campus scenes, profiles of students (their
stories, and what they're doing now,) architectural details,
student life, special events, students on study programs,
professors and their research, and graduation photos.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

solarimpulse

Headed by Bertrand Piccard, the Swiss Solar Impulse
Foundation promotes the renewable resource of solar
electricity. Beyond the Solar Impulse 2 airplane’s round-theworld flight, the Foundation is at work on clean, autonomous,
high-altitude aircraft which can do things satellites can't.
Photos from solarimpulse
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The foundation posts its current initiatives in clean energy,
conferences and events Bertrand Piccard speaks at, and photos
from the Solar Impulse 2 airplane flight around the world.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

thefarminary

The Farminary Project at Princeton Seminary “integrates
theological education with small-scale sustainable agriculture
in the conviction that the skills and character vital to faithful
Christian leadership must be formed in direct relationship with
God’s good creation.”
Photos from thefarminary
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The Farminary posts students working the fields, flora and
fauna throughout the seasons, and fruits and vegetables from
students’ work.
Instagram page

Website

>

thefranciscrickinstitute

The central London-based Francis Crick Institute is Europe's
largest biomedical research center — it works to understand
why disease develops (such as cancer, heart disease, stroke,
infections, and neuro-degenerative diseases,) then create ways
to diagnose, prevent, and treat it.
Photos from thefranciscrickinstitute
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The Institute posts photos of public talks about disease and the
body, exhibitions, lectures, and hands-on activities, research at
the institute, and the institute's architecture.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

urbansketchers

Urban Sketchers is a world-wide non-profit which promotes
artists who draw on-location. The organization holds
workshops, symposia, and events.

Photos from urbansketchers
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>

urbansketchers posts on-location sketches from various
events, announcements, and featured artists in the latest issue
of its Drawing Attention magazine.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

vailmtn

The ski resort town of Vail Colorado has an Instagram
account.

Photos from vailmtn
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The town posts photos of current snow conditions on the
mountains, in-town photos, events and concerts in Vail, the ski
slopes in Winter, and Summer activities for visitors.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

visitgreecegr

The tourism office of many countries have Instagram accounts
— like this one from Greece.

Photos from visitgreecegr
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>

The Greek tourism office posts photos of villages on land and
on the Greek islands, picturesque photos of beaches, alleyways,
and mountains, ancient amphitheaters, monuments, ruins,
museums, and also traditional food.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

wrighttaliesin

The Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation continues the architect's
legacy through architecture education, Summer Art and
Architecture Camps, and holds tours of the Taliesin West
building. The Foundation operates from Taliesin West in
Scottsdale, Arizona.
Photos from wrighttaliesin
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<

The Foundation posts inside and outside Taliesin West, its
various activities throughout the year, its education programs,
licensed Frank Lloyd Wright works, and Foundation happenings.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

Instagram Users

Businesses

From their Instagram accounts, businesses post photos which persuade, inform about, and promote the company’s image,
products, and services. Although Instagram doesn’t have a direct way to buy things right now, companies do post links back to
their shopping Websites.
affinitybyserif
apple
benandjerrys
crazyrichardspb
dvf

fujifilmx_us
gobrightline
IKEAUSA
javitscenter
kkaa_official

llbean
packandsmooch
peugeotdesignlab
postit
spacex

Photos (clockwise) from kkaa_official, gobrightline, postit, thule, crazyrichardspb, fujifilmx_us, spacex, and javitscenter.

thesill
thule
united
vestas
windrivertinyhomes

affinitybyserif

Serif's Affinity branded software offers an alternative to
Adobe's graphics programs. Affinity Designer is a vector
graphics program, and Affinity Photo is a bitmapped graphics
program — both are available in Mac and iOS versions.
Photos from affinitybyserif
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Affinity posts work by users of its software and what they like
about it, events Affinity sponsors, videos of how artwork is
made, special company events, and teasers for its upcoming
software.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

apple

Apple sells desktop computers, smartphones, smart watches,
mobile devices, tablets, peripheral devices, and application
software.

Photos from apple
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<

>

Apple uses its Instagram account for curated photos.
The company asks iPhone customers to post photos on a theme
(animal, city, water, etc.) and with the hashtag #ShotoniPhone,
then reposts the best ones.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

benandjerrys

Ben & Jerry's manufactures ice cream, frozen yogurt, and
sorbet. The company, based in South Burlington Vermont, also
operates franchise stores worldwide and food trucks. Ben &
Jerry's also funds community-oriented projects, and social
issue initiatives.
Photos from benandjerrys
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<

Ben & Jerry's posts photos of new flavors, their stores, events
the company attends, and Vermont scenery.

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

crazyrichardspb

Crazy Richard's Peanut Butter has one ingredient — peanuts.
The Plain City, Ohio company is a family-owned business, and
donates employee hours to serve the community.

Photos from crazyrichardspb
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The company post recipes, photos of its owner and president
(Kimmi Wernli) at events, contests, new company products, and
events at which the company helps the community.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

dvf

Headquartered in New York City, the Diane von Furstenberg
fashion brand makes ladies clothing, shoes, and accessories.
The company also produces the DVF Awards, which recognizes
and supports extraordinary women who are dedicated to
transforming the lives of other women.
Photos from dvf
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<

>

The fashion brand posts photos of new clothes for the season,
company events, celebrities at events who wear the brand's
clothes, and inspiring quotes.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

fujifilmx_us

The Japanese camera manufacturer, Fujifilm, makes a line of
professional and enthusiast “X series” cameras.

Photos from fujifilmx_us
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The company posts beautiful photos by people who use
Fujifilm’s X series cameras, and announcements of new
X series cameras and lenses.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

gobrightline

Brightline is a privately owned, operated, and maintained
high-speed railway which runs between Miami and West Palm
Beach in Florida — future plans call for rail network expansion
to Orlando, Tampa, and Jacksonville.
Photos from gobrightline
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<

Brightline posts services offered on the train and its stations,
the benefits of train travel, places and events that customers
can take the train to, special promotions, its stations, safety
reminders, contests, and photos inside and outside the train.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

IKEAUSA

The Swedish company of IKEA manufactures and sells its
furniture, home goods, and appliances worldwide. The
company is known for its low-cost furniture, which the
customer assembles from flat-packed boxes.
Photos from IKEAUSA
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<

>

IKEA posts photos of new products, rooms where products will
be used, and room makeovers with IKEA's products.

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

javitscenter

The Javits Center holds conventions in New York City. This
large building features glass panels, and has 840,000 square
feet of total exhibit space.

Photos from javitscenter
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The center posts conventions to be held during the month at
the center, architectural features, conventions underway, new
services at the center, in and around the center, suggestions
for where to go after a convention, and its rooftop garden.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

kkaa_official

Kengo Kuma and Associates is an architecture firm based in
Tokyo, Japan. The company specializes in buildings made with
natural materials, and has designed the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Stadium.
Photos from kkaa_official
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<
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The firm posts events it attends, inside and outside buildings it
designs, new projects underway, and the company's founder at
work.
Instagram page

Website

llbean

L.L.Bean sells outdoor clothing and recreation equipment from
its stores and Website. The company also funds outdoor sport
education courses, and adventure trips in Maine — The
company is headquartered in Freeport, Maine.
Photos from llbean
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L.L.Bean posts photos of general nature scenes (where
customers use its products,) customers using the company’s
products outdoors, and cute fluffy animals.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

packandsmooch

Pack & Smooch is run by two brothers from Hamburg,
Germany. From Etsy.com and their Website, they sell leather
and wool-based goods in the form of technology cases,
wallets, and accessories.
Photos from packandsmooch
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<

>

The company post photos of its products, photos of raw leather
material, and vacation images.

Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

peugeotdesignlab

Peugeot Design Lab, a unit of Peugeot, is a brand design
agency which develops products for its clients, such as Airbus
and Alstom. The lab is based in Vélizy, France.

Photos from peugeotdesignlab
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>

The lab posts students and their work at lab Summer classes,
concepts for its clients, prototypes under construction, the
Lab's work for exhibitions, finished projects just released by its
clients, concept variations, and attended events.
Instagram page

Website

postit

The popular restickable paper squares of Post-it notes are
used world-wide by businesses and individuals. Post-it is a
division of the 3M company.

Photos from postit
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Post-it “posts” the organizational benefits of using Post-it
notes, craft projects (which includes new ways to use Post-it
notes,) and inspirational quotes.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

spacex

SpaceX is a private aerospace manufacturer owned by business
magnate Elon Musk. Its Falcon and Falcon Heavy rockets
launch satellites for commercial and government customers.
Now under development, its BFR (Big Falcon Rocket) will deliver
crew and payloads to the Moon, Mars, and beyond.
Photos from spacex
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<

>

SpaceX posts rocket launches (and landings,) spacecraft under
development and testing, concept art and component tests for
the BFR, rocket engine tests, the company's cargo craft at the
International Space Station, its drone barges, and new facilities.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

thesill

The Sill sells houseplants from their two stores in New York
City, and online from their Website.

Photos from thesill
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>

The Sill posts beautiful photos of plants in homes, workspaces
with plants, reposts of photos which mention The Sill, people
with their plants, store photos, workshop announcements,
plant cartoons, and plant illustrations.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

thule

Thule, based in Sweden, sells its products world-wide. The
company makes car roof racks and containers, bike racks,
backpacks and luggage, baby bicycle seats, and baby strollers.

Photos from thule
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Thule posts its products in use, conventions it attends, new
products, and general nature scenes with customers using its
products.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

united

United airlines flies passengers worldwide.

Photos from united
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<

>

The airline posts photos of scenery where the company flies to,
features of Boeing’s new 787 “Dreamliner” — like the scalloped
edges around the engine which lowers the noise it makes —
new services, and new in-flight food offered.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

vestas

Although average consumers can’t buy heavy industry
products, companies which make them have Instagram
accounts to create brand awareness, value, and PR. One
example is Vestas Wind Systems, from Denmark, which is the
second largest wind turbine manufacturer in the world.
Photos from vestas
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Vestas posts photos of wind turbines, workers doing wind
turbine maintenance, and new wind turbine installation
locations.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

>

windrivertinyhomes

The Chattanooga, Tennessee based Wind River Tiny Homes
manufactures tiny homes and micro homes — both
standardized design and custom models.

Photos from windrivertinyhomes
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The company posts homes under construction, space-saving
features and amenities, inside and outside its homes, company
announcements, conversion projects, and home tour videos.
Instagram page

YouTube page

Website

Instagram Users

Bonus!

ihavethisthingwithbikes
This is a curated account which reposts
the best bicycle photos on Instagram.
Quite often, the best bicycle photo says
something about its relationship to the
environment it’s placed in. To submit a
photo, just use the hashtag
#ihavethisthingwithbikes in your post.
Instagram page

Photos from ihavethisthingwithbikes

